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Silent Night

Ah - less Shlayft, eyn - som vahkt,
Al - les Schläft, eyn - sam wacht,

newe(r) dos trow - tuh hoe - hi - luh-guh Par.
nur das trau - te, hoch - hei - li - ge Parr.

Hole - da(r)e Knah - büh eem lock - key - hgen Har,
Hol - der Knabe im lok - ki - gen Harr,
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Schlaf, schlaf in himmlischer Ruh',

heem-leh-scher (R)oo.

Si-lent night, ho-ly night,
all is calm,  all is bright.

Round yon virgin mother and child.

Round yon virgin mother and child.
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Holy infant so tender and mild.

Sleep in heavenly peace.
Sleep in heavenly peace.

Sleep in heavenly peace.

Sleep in heavenly peace.

CROWD OUT

(NOT BREATHE)
Silent Night

VOCES OF LIBERTY ONLY - SOLO

Silent Night.